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Abstract
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a fundamental task to extract key information from texts, but annotated resources
are scarce for dialects. This paper introduces the first dialectal NER dataset for German, BarNER, with 161K tokens
annotated on Bavarian Wikipedia articles (bar-wiki) and tweets (bar-tweet), using a schema adapted from German
CoNLL 2006 and GermEval. The Bavarian dialect differs from standard German in lexical distribution, syntactic
construction, and entity information. We conduct in-domain, cross-domain, sequential, and joint experiments on two
Bavarian and three German corpora and present the first comprehensive NER results on Bavarian. Incorporating
knowledge from the larger German NER (sub-)datasets notably improves on bar-wiki and moderately on bar-tweet.
Inversely, training first on Bavarian contributes slightly to the seminal German CoNLL 2006 corpus. Moreover, with
gold dialect labels on Bavarian tweets, we assess multi-task learning between five NER and two Bavarian-German
dialect identification tasks and achieve NER SOTA on bar-wiki. We substantiate the necessity of our low-resource
BarNER corpus and the importance of diversity in dialects, genres, and topics in enhancing model performance.
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1. Introduction

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a long-standing
Natural Language Processing (NLP) task that ex-
tracts named entities (NEs) from texts and classi-
fies them into a closed set of semantic types. A
large number of NER datasets annotated for differ-
ent genres and languages emerged after the sem-
inal benchmark CoNLL 2003 shared task (Tjong
Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003), such as En-
glish (Baldwin et al., 2015; Strauss et al., 2016;
Derczynski et al., 2017; Liu and Ritter, 2023), Ger-
man (Benikova et al., 2014), code-switched and
multilingual corpora (Aguilar et al., 2018; Piskorski
et al., 2017; Singh, 2008; Liu et al., 2021; Fetahu
et al., 2023), to name but a few. However, NER
datasets for non-standard language varieties are
scarce — there remains a demand for high-quality
manual annotations on low-resource dialects.

Bavarian (German: Bairisch; Bavarian: Boarisch;
ISO: 639-3; code: bar) is a West German dialect
spoken in southern Germany, Austria, and north-
ern Italy (South Tyrol). Bavarian has distinctive fea-
tures in phonology, lexicons, and syntax compared
to Standard German (Hinderling, 1984; Rowley,
2011). Given its large number of speakers (10M+,
Rowley 2011), and regional variations in writings,
we chose Bavarian to exemplify high-quality man-
ual NER annotations on a non-standard language
variety.

This paper presents BarNER, the first manu-
ally annotated NER dataset on a German dialect.
BarNER contains 161K Bavarian tokens in two

genres: Wikipedia articles and tweets. We include
coarse-grained person (PER), location (LOC), orga-
nization (ORG), and miscellaneous (MISC) entities
strictly mirroring the CoNLL 2006 German guideline
(Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003), as well as
fine-grained annotations on derived and partially-
contained NEs and other entity types adapted from
GermEval 2014 (Reimers et al., 2014). We conduct
manual double annotations on half of the dataset
and achieve high inter-annotator agreements. Pri-
mary and double BarNER annotations are publicly
available on Github1 as much as licenses allow. We
also provide a training-centric NE annotation guide-
line on GitHub. We follow Bender and Friedman
(2018) to include a data statement in Appendix B.

We highlight token- and entity-level distinc-
tions between Bavarian and German NER. We
compare our Bavarian wiki (bar-wiki) and tweet
(bar-tweet) data to two German datasets within the
same genres and the CoNLL 2006 German news
dataset to illustrate how lexically distinct Bavarian
is from German. We find cross-dialectal lexical dis-
similarities to be larger than cross-genre in German.
Moreover, the distribution of entity types and texts
varies highly across dialects, genres, and topics –
jointly referred to as “domains” in this paper.

We conduct in-domain, cross-domain, se-
quential, and joint NER experiments between
Bavarian and German and across genres. We
establish baseline NER scores on BarNER and
demonstrate that directly applying German-trained

1https://github.com/mainlp/BarNER

https://github.com/mainlp/BarNER
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models achieves poor performance on Bavarian.
Experiments show noticeable improvements in
Bavarian by sequential and joint training and incor-
porating knowledge from larger German datasets.
Inversely, training first on Bavarian can also help
German NER, though to a smaller extent.

For multi-task learning (MTL), we train NER
with Bavarian-German dialect identification.
MTL scores SOTA on bar-wiki NER, 11.26 points
higher on Span F1 than the in-domain baseline.
Results demonstrate the efficacy of our multi-genre
dialectal data in establishing low-resource evalua-
tions and advancing high-resource performances.

2. Related Work

NER datasets for German The CoNLL 2003
shared task (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder,
2003) provides seminal NER datasets for German
and English. Annotation guidelines and the Ger-
man CoNLL dataset are subsequently updated to
CoNLL 2006. On the other hand, German NoSta-D
(Non-Standard German, Dipper et al. 2013) NER
annotations were first implemented on five non-
standard genre varieties – historical data, chat data,
spoken data, learner data, and literary prose – and
later extended to the prominent GermEval 2014
shared task (Benikova et al., 2014) on Wikipedia
and online news. GermEval 2024 annotates nested
NEs (though limited to two layers), and the -part
and -deriv suffixes for compounds that partly con-
tain NEs and words morphologically derived from
NEs. Moreover, German NER datasets were ex-
panded to various domains, such as parliament
debates (Faruqui and Padó, 2010), historical news-
papers (Neudecker, 2016; Hamdi et al., 2021), his-
torical biodiversity literature (BIOfid, Ahmed et al.
2019), biographic interviews (Ruppenhofer et al.,
2020), legal court decisions (Leitner et al., 2020),
and traffic reports (Schiersch et al., 2018; Hennig
et al., 2021). More fine-grained entity types are
introduced in these corpora.

NER datasets for dialects and low-resource
languages The few dialectal NER datasets are
predominately annotated for Arabic, where most
surfaced in the last two years. These include
Egyptian Arabic news and blogs (Darwish, 2013;
Zirikly and Diab, 2014), Palestinian Arabic so-
cial media texts (Wojood, Jarrar et al. 2022),
Narabizi (Latin-scripted vernacular Arabic) forums
(NERDz, Touileb 2022), Algerian Facebook pages
and YouTube channels (DzNER, Dahou and Cher-
agui 2023), and Darija (Moroccan vernacular Ara-
bic) Wikipedia pages (DarNERcorp, Moussa and
Mourhir 2023). Orasmaa et al. (2022) annotate
Parish court records for north and south Estonian
dialects (Finnic family). Besides, NER datasets

emerged for low-resource languages, such as
Assamese (Pathak et al., 2022), Marathi (Litake
et al., 2022), Kazakh (Yeshpanov et al., 2022), Viet-
namese (Phan et al., 2022), and Sub-Saharan lan-
guages (Adelani et al., 2022).

Beyond gold annotations, Pan et al. (2017) cre-
ate a silver WikiAnn dataset for 282 languages
through Wikipedia knowledge mining and cross-
lingual transfer, which includes Bavarian. How-
ever, many sentences in the small or medium-sized
sub-corpora are unnatural. For example, the av-
erage sentence length is low (∼5.26 tokens per
sentence) in Bavarian, and half are hyperlinks, e.g.,
Deitschland ‘[Deitschland]LOC’ (the word for ‘Ger-
many’ in Bavarian). Thus, there remains a gap for
low-resource but high-quality NER datasets.

NER datasets for tweets Tweets form an unpar-
alleled informal genre in NLP research given its
(previously) short length limit, many users, and
most timely posts (Finin et al., 2010; Scannell,
2022). Tweets contain NEs in texts, #hashtags,
@mentions, and emojis. Finin et al. (2010) crowd-
sourced the earliest Twitter NER dataset for En-
glish. Ritter et al. (2011) ignored @mentions due
to ambiguity and anonymity, and the corpus was
used in Workshop on Noisy User-generated Text
(WNUT) 2015-2017 shared tasks (Baldwin et al.,
2015; Strauss et al., 2016; Derczynski et al., 2017).
The Broad Twitter Corpus (Derczynski et al., 2016)
samples from heterogeneous temporal, geograph-
ical, and social contexts. Tweebank-NER (Jiang
et al., 2022) adds NEs to Universal Dependencies
Tweebank V2 (Liu et al., 2018), and TweetNER7
(Ushio et al., 2022) is the largest tweet NER corpus
to date. Beyond English, tweet NEs are annotated
for German (Schiersch et al., 2018; Hennig et al.,
2021), French (Lopez et al., 2017), Danish (Plank
et al., 2020), Turkish (Küçük and Can, 2019; Çarık
and Yeniterzi, 2022), Serbian and Croatian (Baksa
et al., 2014, 2017; Ljubešić et al., 2019), etc.

3. BarNER

3.1. NER Taxonomy
We conduct NER annotations on Bavarian (bar)
mirroring the CoNLL 2006 (Tjong Kim Sang and
De Meulder, 2003) and GermEval 2014 (NoSta-
D, Benikova et al. 2014) guidelines for German.
We constrain our annotations to the narrowly de-
fined but widely adapted flat NEs compatible with
sequential BIO tagging. Namely, we exclude com-
mon nouns, pronouns, overlapping, or nested NEs.

We follow both guidelines to include the four ma-
jor entity types: PER, ORG, LOC, and MISC. Since
nominal derivation and compounding are similarly
prevalent in Bavarian, we adapt NoSta-D’s strategy
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to add -deriv and -part suffixes for tokens derived
or partly containing NEs. For example, [Italien-
roas]LOCpart ‘tour of Italy’ partly contains the country
Italy and [eiropäischn]LOCderiv ‘European’ is an ad-
jective derived from [Eiropa]LOC ‘Europe.’ Moreover,
annotators observe a relatively high frequency of
NEs referring to languages (LANG), religions (RE-
LIGION), events (EVENT), and works of art (WOA)
during training, and we thus add them and their
-deriv and -part suffixed variations to our NE tagset.
These additional labels elaborate on entities in a
given text and can be merged or discarded when
comparing with other datasets (see §4.2). We re-
fer to the PER/LOC/ORG/MISC tagset as coarse-
grained and the extension with -part, -deriv, and
other entity types as fined-grained.

3.2. Genre & Corpus Statistics
We conduct manual annotations on two main-
stream genres: Wikipedia articles and Twitter (X)
tweets. Wikipedia pages are carefully written and
consistently updated by multiple contributors. We
selected 40+ documents from Bavarian Wiki2 with a
wide topic coverage. Continuous sections of ∼1.5K
tokens from the beginning of documents were ex-
tracted to enable future document-level analyses.

Social media texts like tweets are noisier, less
formal, and more dynamic (Ushio et al., 2022).
Tweet collection for Bavarian is also more difficult.
To sample enough data with author diversity, we
snowballed from a list of 17 Bavarian ‘seed users’3
(Bhroin, 2015) to their friend circles on Twitter (i.e.,
the people they follow and follow them), under the
assumption that dialect groups are closely con-
nected on social media (Backstrom et al., 2006).
All tweets4 from seed users and their friends are ex-
tracted to train a pilot dialect identifier to filter these
users. We update the list of seed users iteratively
until we reach 100K+ tokens on silver Bavarian
tweets.

We further ensure the dialectal sanity of our tweet
data by asking annotators to classify tweet sen-
tences into one of the following categories: bar if
the sentence is predominately Bavarian, de if pre-
dominately German, other if another language or
dialect, and na if unintelligible5 – see §6 for our
multi-task learning experiments combining NER
with Dialect Identification (DID). As for our bar-
tweet NER dataset, we only kept bar-labelled sen-

2https://bar.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Wikipedia:Hoamseitn

3http://indigenoustweets.com/bar/
44.4K+ tweets from 151 users were collected between

Feb and May 2023, with no restriction on when the tweets
were posted.

5Cohen’s kappa on intermediate and final dialect iden-
tifications are 82.47 and 85.66 between two annotators.

tences. During NER annotations, we include hash-
tags ([#minga]LOC ‘Munich’) and emojis ([ ]LOC) as
our annotation targets. Mentions are anonymized
to @mention and excluded from annotation.

Table 1 presents the number of tokens, sen-
tences, and named entities in our two Bavarian
NER sub-corpora: bar-wiki and bar-tweet. Both
genres reach 75K+ tokens, a quarter the size of
the German CoNLL 2006 corpus. However, we
note that bar-tweet has proportionally much fewer
entities than bar-wiki due to informality and tweet
length limits (see §4 for comparisons with German).

Corpus #Toks #Sents #Ents %Ents/Toks
bar-wiki 75,687 3,574 4,192 5.54%

bar-tweet 86,090 7,459 2,486 2.89%

Table 1: bar-wiki and bar-tweet NER corpus statis-
tics: numbers of tokens, sentences, entities, and
percentages of entities over tokens.

3.3. Annotation Procedure & Agreement
The annotation project took five months and was
conducted by three graduate students with compu-
tational linguistics backgrounds.6 These include
one native Bavarian speaker and two majoring in
German studies. For training, three annotators an-
notate the same documents independently during
the first three months. Project coordinators hold
discussion sessions biweekly and adjudicate the
final version with annotators. After training, two an-
notators remained on the project and worked on dif-
ferent documents. We conduct two inter-annotator
agreement (IAA) experiments (i.e., after training
and final) between the two remaining annotators
on the coarse- and fine-grained labels. Each IAA is
evaluated on ∼7K tokens, aligning with NER exper-
iments’ development and test sets in §5. Table 2
presents the token- and entity-level IAA statistics.

Corpus #Toks Tagset Token-level Entity-level F1
Raw Kappa Untyped Typed

Intermediate Agreement (Dev Set)

bar-wiki 7.4K fine 97.62 88.80 91.64 83.62
coarse 97.93 89.76 91.82 86.13

bar-tweet 7.0K fine 99.09 87.02 86.52 83.48
coarse 99.29 88.19 87.21 85.64

Final Agreement (Test Set)

bar-wiki 6.9K fine 99.11 94.04 94.99 88.32
coarse 99.24 94.64 94.84 90.52

bar-tweet 7.3K fine 99.16 88.26 89.60 85.20
coarse 99.27 88.22 88.10 87.62

Table 2: Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) on Bavar-
ian wiki and tweet NER tagging, including token-
level raw and Cohen’s kappa scores and entity-level
untyped and typed F1 scores.

6The annotators were hired and compensated for their
work following national salary rates.

https://bar.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Hoamseitn
https://bar.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Hoamseitn
http://indigenoustweets.com/bar/
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Token- and entity-level agreements on Bavarian
wiki and tweet are high; all Cohen’s kappa and
typed span F1 are above 80, with an additional im-
provement on the final agreements. Since tweet
entities are much more sparse than wiki (see Ta-
ble 1), determining whether a noun phrase is an
entity span is more difficult for tweets, resulting
in a ∼5 percentage point decrease in untyped F1.
In contrast, entity typing is easier for tweets with
smaller gaps between untyped and typed F1s. The
IAA scores on coarse- and fine-grained entity types
are also close. Our data release includes individual
annotations on top of the adjudicated final version
for future annotation disagreement studies.

4. Comparisons with German

To assess quantitatively and qualitatively how
Bavarian NER differs from German, we com-
pare our BarNER sub-corpora (bar-wiki and bar-
tweet) with three German ones: the wiki portion of
NoSta-D (henceforth de-wiki, Benikova et al. 2014),
MobIE transportation tweets (de-tweet, Hennig et al.
2021), and the German CoNLL 2006 news (de-
news, Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder 2003). The
first two share the same genres as BarNER; the
last is the benchmark German NER dataset. §4.1
quantifies lexical similarities and §4.2 maps fine-
grained tagsets into coarse-grained for entity type
comparisons. §4.3 presents cross-genre and cross-
dialectal distinctions in entity texts, and §4.4 supple-
ments with annotators’ observations on differences
in annotating Bavarian NER compared to German.

4.1. Lexical Similarities
This section demonstrates lexical distinctions from
two aspects: between orthographically distinctive
Bavarian and German; and among wiki, tweet, and
news genres. We employ Jaccard similarity, which
is frequently used in corpus analysis and measures
the ratio of shared (i.e., intersection) tokens over
concatenated (i.e., union) ones between datasets
(Chen et al., 2022). Figure 1 presents the Jaccard
similarities among the top 1K frequent tokens sam-
pled from the Bavarian and German (sub-)corpora
– see Appendix A for word clouds. We value vari-
ations in word choice and orthography across di-
alects and genres and thus compare surface token
strings without normalization – analogous to how
language models process texts.
Firstly, we observe that German wiki×news has
the highest lexical similarity of 0.417 due to their
formality and well-edited texts. Secondly, lexical
distances between tweets and other same-dialect
genres are similar for Bavarian and German, e.g.,
German tweet×news scores 0.229, tweet×wiki
0.195, and Bavarian tweet×wiki is 0.181. Lastly,

Figure 1: Heatmap of Jaccard similarities of top 1K
frequent tokens across five (sub-)corpora: bar-wiki,
bar-tweet, de-wiki, de-tweet, and de-news.

Jaccard similarities between dialects within the
same genre are not distinguishable from cross-
dialect and cross-genre scenarios. For example,
de-wiki×bar-wiki 0.132 is close to de-news×bar-
tweet 0.122. We can report from these observa-
tions that Bavarian is more lexically distinct from
German than different text genres in German are
from each other.

4.2. Entity Mappings & Distributions
The benchmark CoNLL 2003 (Tjong Kim Sang
and De Meulder, 2003) dataset was updated
to CoNLL 2006 with some guideline changes.7
These include: 1) adjectives derived from proper
names (e.g., deutsch ‘adj. German’) are no longer
marked as NEs; and 2) neither nouns derived from
proper names (e.g., Frankfurter ‘people from Frank-
furt’) 3) nor nominal compounds containing proper
names (e.g., SPD-Vorsitzender ‘SPD-Chairman’)
are marked. More recent NER datasets, such
as BarNER, evolved from CoNLL 2006 and in-
clude additional entity types to capture language
or domain-specific phenomena.

To conduct objective comparisons, we normal-
ize all fine-grained tagsets to the CoNLL 2006
(de-news) coarse-grained one. Table 3 shows
the tagset normalization rules for the four bar/de-
wiki/tweet (sub-)datasets. These include removing
nested, partly, and derived NEs and dropping or
merging fine-grained entity types into MISC.
Figure 2 presents frequencies of the four coarse-
grained entity types per 1K tokens in the five nor-
malized (sub-)datasets. Firstly, we observe sim-
ilar proportional frequencies of four entity types
in bar-wiki and de-wiki, whereas de-news has a
slightly lower ratio for MISC. Secondly, de-tweet
exhibits an extreme outlier of 105.2 on LOC due

7https://usermanual.wiki/Document/
guide.820232904.pdf

https://usermanual.wiki/Document/guide.820232904.pdf
https://usermanual.wiki/Document/guide.820232904.pdf
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Normalization rules bar-
wiki

bar-
tweet

de-
wiki

de-
tweet

Removing 2nd-level NEs ✓
OTH -> MISC ✓

EVENT/WOA -> MISC ✓ ✓ ✓
-part/deriv -> O ✓ ✓ ✓

LANG/RELIGION -> O ✓ ✓
TIME/DISTANCE/NUMBER -> O ✓

Table 3: Tagset normalization on Bavarian and Ger-
man NER (sub-)datasets.

to the deliberately sampled transportation tweets
and the abundance of location entities, such as
routes, streets, and cities. Lastly, bar-tweet has the
least amount of entities proportionally, particularly
low in ORG. The higher rank of PER entities than
LOC and the frequent use of first-person pronouns
in bar-tweet suggest that texts in the corpus are
more personal than the other four (sub-)datasets,
involving fewer proper nouns. Another contributing
factor is the decision to anonymize and ignore all
@mentions in annotations; nevertheless, PER is
the most frequent NE type in bar-tweet. Even with
normalized NER types, (sub-)datasets vary largely
in the distribution of entity annotations, which can
contribute positively or negatively when simulta-
neously or sequentially training on multiple NER
(sub-)datasets as in §5.

Figure 2: Frequencies of named entity types in
German and Bavarian (sub-)datasets per 1K tokens
(bars are displayed in log-scale).

4.3. Top Entity Texts
Besides the distribution of entity types, we also
examine how entity texts differ across genres and
dialects. Table 4 presents the top 10 entities from
the five normalized (sub-)corpora. Some entities
are dominant and shared across dialects, Deutsch-
land ‘Germany’ in German or Deitschland in Bavar-
ian. The most common cities differ between the
two dialects: Minga ‘Munich’ is the most popular
in Bavarian. In contrast, Berlin and Frankfurt fre-
quently occur in the German corpora. Inevitably,
different corpus designs result in the largest diver-
gence in frequencies. We constructed our bar-wiki

sub-corpus to be around 1.5K tokens per document
for future discourse analyses, which caused the
document titles to be prominent entities. bar-tweet
is sampled by a list of Bavarian-speaking users.
Names of their frequently connected friends, e.g.,
Michi, Gitte, and Gela, are among the top entities
in the dataset, particularly occurring in the greeting
sentences. de-wiki contains the most city and coun-
try names. In the de-news corpus, mentions of the
then-currency Mark and political parties like SPD or
CDU are prominent. de-tweet, purposely sampled
from the transportation domain, is dominated by
local railway lines with or without hashtags, e.g.,
#S3 and S3. These different entity distributions
across (sub-)datasets contribute to the divergent
performances when sequentially or jointly trained
on different external NER (sub-)datasets in §5.

Corpus Top 10 entities

bar-wiki
MingaLOC, OdysseusPER, NestroyPER, DeitschlandLOC,
BundeswehrORG, DochauLOC, Los AngelesLOC,
GoogleORG, DoanaLOC, BassauLOC

bar-tweet GelaPER, MichiPER, MingaLOC, GittePER, StefanPER,
Jo JoPER, #wiesnMISC, BayernLOC, TwitterORG, #WiesnMISC

de-wiki
DeutschlandLOC, BerlinLOC, USALOC, MünchenLOC,
FrankreichLOC, WienLOC, Zweiten WeltkriegMISC,
EuropaLOC, ÖsterreichLOC, ParisLOC

de-tweet @SBahnBerlinORG, #S3LOC, #S1LOC, #S2LOC, S1LOC,
S3LOC, #S7LOC, UnfallMISC, #S4LOC, #S6LOC

de-news
MarkMISC, FrankfurtLOC, SPDORG, CDUORG, GrünenORG,
DeutschlandLOC, SachsenhausenLOC, FRORG,
HessenLOC, WeltbankORG

Table 4: Top 10 frequent entities (cased) in the five
normalized Bavarian and German (sub-)datasets.

4.4. Qualitative Observations

This section provides qualitative observations from
our annotators when comparing Bavarian NER an-
notation to German. Person entities in Bavarian
are the most distinct from German. Firstly, fam-
ily names in Bavarian usually come before given
names (Weiß, 1998, p. 71), e.g., Dreßen is the fam-
ily name in Dreßen Thomas. Secondly, as diminu-
tives are used more frequently in Bavarian, many
given names have specific shortened versions as
nicknames (Merkle, 1993, p. 108), e.g. Sebas-
tian becomes Basti or Wastl. Furthermore, given
names are typically preceded by definite articles
(Weiß, 1998, p. 69–71), e.g., d’Maria and da Michel.

We also observe distinctions in the genitive case
marking between the two dialects. Bavarian has
three common grammatical cases: nominative,
accusative, and dative. The genitive determiner
in German is replaced by the combination of the
preposition vo ‘from’ and a dative determiner in
Bavarian (Merkle 1993, p. 96, Bülow et al. 2021).
For example, ‘Association of National Olympic Com-
mittees’ is translated as Vaeinigung vo de Na-
tionoin Olympischn Komitees in Bavarian with vo
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de, rather than Vereinigung der Nationalen Olymp-
ischen Komitees in German with genitive der.

To summarize, §4 illustrates substantial varia-
tions in lexical distributions, entities, and grammati-
cal constructions captured in annotations. These
(sub-)datasets were organized to capture entities
in designated topics, genres, and dialects.

5. NER Experiments & Results

This section examines whether neural architec-
tures, language models, and external training re-
sources help Bavarian NER tagging. §5.1 explains
the basic experiment setups. §5.2 shows that in-
domain NER tagging performances are lower in
Bavarian than in German. §5.3 further illustrates
degradations when testing on out-of-domain (OOD)
(sub-)datasets. §5.4 and §5.5 show improvements
through sequential and joint training with multiple
Bavarian and German (sub-)datasets. However,
NER on Bavarian or tweets is still more difficult
than on German or the more prescriptive wiki and
news genres.

5.1. Setups
We employ MaChAmp (van der Goot et al., 2021)
for our NER experiments using the masked CRF
decoder with BIO encoding and its default hyper-
parameters. MaChAmp allows joint and sequen-
tial training and achieves satisfying performances
on the MultiCoNER shared task (Malmasi et al.,
2022; Plank, 2022; van der Goot, 2022). We use
two top-performing LMs, German deepset/gbert-
large8 (GBERT, Chan et al. 2020) and multilingual
xlm-roberta-large9 (XLM-R, Conneau et al. 2020).
Experiments are conducted on five normalized Ger-
man and Bavarian (sub-)datasets introduced in §4.
Models are trained on an NVIDIA A100 GPU, and
we report 3-run averages (avg) with standard devi-
ations (std) on the Span F1 metric.

5.2. In-domain Training
We compare in-domain training of our Bavarian
NER sub-corpora with three German ones, two
from the same genres and one benchmark news
corpus. Table 5 presents in-domain results with
XLM-R and GBERT and the number of training
tokens and entities in each dataset for comparison.
NER is more difficult on bar-wiki, bar-tweet, and
de-tweet since they are smaller in training size and
represent non-mainstream variations in dialects or
genres. Overall, German news/wiki text reaches F1
scores in the high 80s, while this drops to the 70s on
the social media genre and for Bavarian. Moreover,

8https://huggingface.co/deepset/gbert-large
9https://huggingface.co/xlm-roberta-large

bar-tweet has sparser entity density (2.23%) than
the other (sub-)datasets (see §4.2).

In-domain bar-wiki bar-tweet de-wiki de-tweet de-news
#TrainToks 61.4K 71.8K 232.4K 47.0K 207.0K
#TrainEnts 2.7K 1.6K 12.9K 7.3K 10.0K
%Ents/Toks 4.40% 2.23% 5.55% 15.5% 4.83%

XLM-R 72.910.67 77.550.64 85.670.80 77.140.69 88.350.33
GBERT 72.171.75 73.306.98 86.680.50 79.750.62 90.230.37

Table 5: In-domain training results (3-run avgstd
Span F1) and the number of training tokens and en-
tities in five Bavarian and German (sub-)datasets.

In §5.3-§5.5, we experiment with cross-domain test-
ing and sequential and joint training to optimize
NER tagging on Bavarian. We choose XLM-R for
further experiments given its higher Span F1s and
lower standard deviations on Bavarian.

5.3. Cross-domain Evaluation
We conduct out-of-domain testing across five
(sub-)datasets to assess whether and to what
extent distinctions among training data surface
in model performance. Table 6 presents re-
sults trained on the (sub-)datasets in the left
columns and tested on the top rows. We include
in-domain testing in the diagonal for comparison,
and the best out-of-domain scenario on the target
dataset is bolded.

Train\Test bar-wiki bar-tweet de-wiki de-tweet de-news
bar-wiki 72.910.67 35.332.37 71.621.35 55.392.07 71.391.39

bar-tweet 60.073.50 77.550.64 66.391.92 48.632.70 67.432.89
de-wiki 57.455.29 24.071.45 85.670.80 60.213.82 81.912.42

de-tweet 51.327.34 37.322.23 65.401.25 77.140.69 67.591.56
de-news 48.734.98 29.312.49 78.660.24 58.541.83 88.350.33

Table 6: Out-of-domain (OOD) evaluation results
(3-run avgstd Span F1) across five (sub-)datasets.

Firstly, models trained on the larger de-wiki and
de-news (sub-)corpora perform badly on Bavarian,
15.46 and 24.18 percentage points lower than in-
domain performances on bar-wiki, 53.48 and 48.24
lower on bar-tweet. This shows that a model trained
on the smaller but targeted Bavarian data (de-wiki
and de-news are three times bigger) is more bene-
ficial. de-wiki and de-news models also lose 10+
percentage points on de-tweet, but cross-genre
degradations between de-wiki and de-news are rel-
atively small. On the other hand, models trained
on Bavarian also perform poorly on German data.
These low cross-domain performances substan-
tiate dissimilarities across Bavarian and German
and the need for our NER annotations on Bavarian.

5.4. Sequential Training
Since bar-wiki and bar-tweet are smaller and do not
target specific topics, we suffer from fewer training
tokens and entities (see Table 5). We experiment
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with sequential training to provide access to larger
external entity resources. Table 7 demonstrates
results where we first train on the (sub-)datasets
in the left column and then continue training and
evaluating on the top row target ones.

First\Target bar-wiki bar-tweet de-wiki de-tweet de-news
bar-wiki / 79.271.33↑ 85.640.52 77.260.83↑ 88.500.54↑

bar-tweet 68.863.28 / 85.570.16 76.481.42 88.840.45↑
de-wiki

:::::::::
73.671.16↑ 78.071.00↑ / 76.760.81 88.570.44↑

de-tweet 69.552.53 76.320.82 86.081.14↑ / 88.890.09↑
de-news 71.791.12 78.651.87↑ 85.111.28 76.711.08 /

In-domain 72.910.67 77.550.64 85.670.80 77.140.69 88.350.33

Table 7: Sequential training results (3-run avgstd
Span F1) on five (sub-)datasets. ↑ indicates an
increase from in-domain baseline and the highest
is bolded; e.g.,

::::::::
73.671.16↑ is the avgstd first trained

on de-wiki and then on bar-wiki which outperforms
(↑) the in-domain baseline 72.910.67 and achieves
the best performance on bar-wiki (bolded).

Compared to in-domain training (the bottom row
in Table 7), first training on one other dataset and
then on the target improves performance on all
five (sub-)datasets. Early training on same-genre
de-wiki helps bar-wiki tagging by 0.76. bar-tweet
achieves the largest gain of 1.67 by first training
on bar-wiki, potentially since they belong to the
same dialect and bar-wiki has higher entity den-
sity. First training on German wiki and news also
helps bar-tweet but not on the same genre de-tweet,
narrowly focusing on transportation texts. On Ger-
man, de-tweet’s topic-heavy entities result in the
highest performances on the much larger de-wiki
(86.08) and de-news (88.89). All other Bavarian
and German (sub-)datasets also slightly improve
the performance on the seminal but 20-year-old
de-news. To summarize, we show that sequential
training can improve target data performance. We
hypothesize that language diversity in genres, di-
alects, and topic-specific vocabularies contribute
to these improvements.

5.5. Joint Training
In addition to sequential training, we analyze how
training jointly with all five (sub-)datasets while de-
veloping and testing on the target influences model
performances. We also pipeline joint training with
another round of training on the target dataset
(joint+seq). Table 8 demonstrates the results.

bar-wiki bar-tweet de-wiki de-tweet de-news
joint 81.731.52↑ 78.170.91↑ 85.890.22↑ 76.580.41 87.620.46

joint+seq 84.092.92↑ 77.800.62↑ 85.170.21 75.781.08 88.670.85↑
In-domain 72.910.67 77.550.64 85.670.80 77.140.69 88.350.33

Table 8: Joint training results (3-run avgstd Span
F1) on five (sub-)datasets with or without sequential
training on the target dataset.

Joint training on five (sub-)datasets considerably

improves performance on bar-wiki (+8.82) and mod-
erately on bar-tweet (+0.62), but not as much for
the three German datasets. When adding pipeline
training on the target, bar-tweet increases by an-
other 2.36. Adding sequential to joint training also
improves the large de-news benchmark.

To summarize, we here (§5) present four ex-
periment scenarios, in-domain, cross-domain, se-
quential, and joint training, on five (sub-)datasets.
We first establish in-domain NER baselines on
BarNER. Secondly, we demonstrate the unsatis-
fying performances of directly applying German-
trained models to Bavarian data, substantiating
the necessity of our sizeable Bavarian annotations.
Thirdly, we demonstrate first training on other (sub-
)datasets and then training on the target one im-
proves model performance. This could result from
a larger training size, higher entity density, or more
topic diversity. Lastly, jointly train on all five (sub-
)datasets and then on the target achieves radical
enhancement +11.18 on bar-wiki NER tagging.

6. Multi-Task Learning with Dialect
Identification

Dialect identification (DID) is an NLP task discrim-
inating between similar dialects. German is well-
known for its intrinsic dialectal variation, but existing
German DID datasets are geographically labeled
and centralized on Swiss German, e.g., the Var-
Dial 2017-2019 shared tasks (Zampieri et al., 2017,
2018, 2019). Given our gold selection of Bavarian
wiki and tweet texts, this section conducts multi-
task learning (MTL) between NER tagging and DID
for Bavarian and German.

We conduct separate DID experiments for tweets
and wikis. Our tweet DID dataset consists of all bar-
tweet sentences (75K tokens) and an equal amount
of German tweets from an in-house archive.10 For
wiki DID, we extract 75K tokens from Bavarian and
German wiki pages. We run the MaChAmp classi-
fication task with XLM-R and report averages on
Micro F1 in the top-left corner of Table 9.

Models yield commendable performances on
both DID datasets. Still, the average F1 score on
tweet DID is 3.76 lower than on wiki. This results
from the frequent code-switching between Bavarian
and German in tweets and their shorter sentences,
i.e., 10.64 tokens/sentence (incl. @mentions and
#hashtags) in tweet DID data but 14.94 in wiki.

Furthermore, we evaluate multi-task learning with
equal weights on the 5 NER and 2 DID tasks. As
shown in Table 9, MTL is beneficial for our non-
canonical data: It enhances both DID on the harder
tweet genre and NER on two Bavarian sub-corpora

10We refrain from using MobIE for tweet DID due to its
topic specificity.
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DID NER
wiki tweet bar-wiki bar-tweet de-wiki de-tweet de-news

in-domain 99.930.06 96.171.10 72.910.67 77.550.64 85.670.80 77.140.69 88.350.33
multi-task 99.850.06 96.600.07 84.172.07 78.281.54 85.450.34 74.881.11 88.010.42

Best
Model

Improvement

in-domain
99.930.06

/

multi-task
96.600.07

+0.43

multi-task
84.172.07
+11.26

seq-bar-wiki
79.271.33

+1.72

seq-de-tweet
86.081.14

+0.41

seq-bar-wiki
77.260.83

+0.12

seq-de-tweet
88.890.09

+0.54

Table 9: Performances on binary dialect identification (DID) between Bavarian and German, with multi-task
learning (MTL) combining 5 NER and 2 DID (sub-)datasets, and our best setups (3-run avgstd).

but not on wiki DID or German NER.
Lastly, we summarize the best-performing mod-

els throughout §5-§6 on the seven tasks at the bot-
tom of Table 9. Results show that MTL scores state-
of-the-art on tweet DID and bar-wiki NER; the latter
improvement is particularly rewarding. Still, most
tasks, i.e., NER on the other four (sub-)datasets,
achieve the best performances via first training on
an external dataset, bar-wiki or de-tweet, and then
on the target. We evince the advantages of data
diversity in dialects, genres, and topics on dialect
identification and named entity recognition.

7. Error Analysis

We perform error analyses on BarNER tagging to
interpret how sequential, joint, and multi-task learn-
ing models improve over the in-domain baseline.
Table 10 presents NER tagging errors from four as-
pects: orthography and word choices of Bavarian
proper and common nouns, guidelines regarding
emojis and hashtags, and faithfulness to the CoNLL
2006 rules.

Example Trans/Expl base seq joint mtl
Bavarian: proper nouns

[Traunviatl]LOC (district name) ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕
[Nordkar]LOC (a ski resort) ✕ ✕ ✓ ✓
[Wastl]PER Sebastian ✕ ✕ ✓ ✓

[Bechtolsheim
Andy]PER

Andy
Bechtolsheim ✓ ✓ ✓ ✕

Bavarian: common nouns
Haisl house ✕ ✕ ✓ ✓
Bazi rascal ✕ ✕ ✕ ✓

Guideline: emoji & hashtags in tweets
[ ]LOC (Germany flag) ✕ ✓ ✓ ✓

[#minga]LOC #munich ✕ ✕ ✓ ✕

Guideline: faithful to CoNLL 2006
Eiropa-Zentrale Europe-center ✕ ✕ ✓ ✓

[Prommenade]LOC
23 (street name) ✕ ✕ ✓ ✓

‘Dr. [Karl Ritter
von Görner]PER’ (person name) ✕ ✕ ✓ ✓

“[Eazheazogtum
Owaöstareich ob

da Enns]ORG”

Archduchy of
Austria above

the Enns
✕ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 10: NER error analysis: examples of gold
entity annotations and whether our in-domain base-
line (base), sequential (seq), joint, and multi-task
(mtl) models tag them correctly (yes ✓or no ✕).

BarNER includes many new proper names such

as regional locations in Bavarian or Austria (Nord-
kar and Traunviatl), person names (Verdi), and the
tradition of spelling the family name first (Bechtol-
sheim is the family name in Bechtolsheim Andy) op-
posite from German or English. Unseen spellings of
common nouns (Haisl ‘house’ or Bazi ‘rascal’) also
result in model errors wrongly predicting them as
entities. Unlike English, all German nouns, includ-
ing common nouns, are capitalized. This makes
distinguishing common and proper nouns more dif-
ficult than in English. Additionally, tweet texts are
more colloquial, and common and proper nouns
are frequently written in lowercase. As a result,
the base and sequential models perform similarly
badly in these two scenarios. Models improve on
Bavarian with additional knowledge from joint and
multi-task training.

Incorporating more similarly annotated (sub-
)corpora also helps adhere to the CoNLL 2006
guideline. In tweets, we found the joint and multi-
task models more successful in tagging emojis
( ) and hashtags (#minga). Across both genres,
they are more faithful in excluding nominal com-
pounds containing partly NEs (Eiropa-Zentrale),
house numbers after street names (Prommenade
23), titles before person names (Dr. Karl Ritter
Görner), but including post-nominal prepositional
phrases that specify the entity (Eazheazogtum
Owaöstareich ob da Enns ‘en. Archduchy of Aus-
tria above the Enns’). Owing to the multilingual
language model and vast German training data,
Bavarian NER can achieve high 70s to low 80s
performance, not much lower than on the German
datasets.

However, lexical ambiguity is an unsolved issue
for NER. The best-performing model is still con-
fused with polysemes such as Google. For exam-
ple, Google can refer to an office location (LOC), a
company (ORG), or a web search product (MISC).
Similarly, whether #zoom refers to the online con-
ferencing platform (MISC) or the company (ORG) is
hard to distinguish, particularly with limited context.
The large portion of double-annotated documents
in BarNER can empower future studies address-
ing the interplay between annotators’ and models’
disagreements.

Lastly, we perform error analyses on wiki and
tweet dialect identification. All falsely classified
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cases in wiki are short, i.e., titles or phrases, which
provide minimal context and could be ambiguous
even for human annotators. In addition to short
sentences, tweet DID data exhibits more code-
switching and challenges model performances. On
one side, the sampled in-house German tweets
contain few examples with individual Bavarian
terms. Conversely, some bar-labeled sentences
minimally contain Bavarian. For example, only
‘Foisch’ (‘wrong’, Falsch in German) is dialectal in
‘Lektion 3 Foisch: Da kann ich nichts machen’ (‘Les-
son 3 wrong: There’s nothing I can do about it’).
This reveals the limitations of binary sentence-level
DID. Moreover, our tweet DID annotation guideline
includes predominately Bavarian sentences as bar
to upscale data coverage for NER but decreases
DID performance on tweets. More granular token-
level annotations on code-mixing and NEs (Solorio
et al., 2014) could be a promising future direction.

8. Conclusion

This paper presents BarNER, a medium-sized,
manually annotated named entity corpus for Bavar-
ian Wikipedia and tweets. We show quantitatively
and qualitatively lexical and entity-level distinctions
between German and Bavarian and how they af-
fect NER performance. Our observations reveal
the necessity to call for more dialectal datasets. In
addition to in-domain experiments, we establish
state-of-the-art results on BarNER by incorporat-
ing German NER corpora through sequential and
joint training and multi-task learning with Bavarian-
German dialect identification. Moreover, we also
observe German performance gains by integrating
diversity in domains – genres, topics, and dialects.

Future research directions include aligning be-
tween mainstream languages and local dialects,
studying fine-grained sub-dialectal (sub-regional)
variations, and comparing translation-based and
transfer-based approaches to dialectal NLP. Syn-
tactic and discourse annotations on Bavarian and
other dialects are also along the line (Blaschke
et al., 2024). Our dialectal NER and DID annota-
tions can further benefit spoken corpora, for ex-
ample, identifying NEs and classifying dialect re-
gions in transcriptions of spoken data, e.g., whether
and which part(s) of an interview involves dialectal
speakers. All in all, we sincerely hope our study
inspires more work on providing low-resource di-
alectal corpora in the future (Blaschke et al., 2023)
and quantifying their distinctiveness from higher-
resourced standard language corpora.

Limitation

Firstly, we acknowledge that accessing previously
existing and future tweet data from Twitter (X) is get-

ting increasingly challenging and unfavorable. How-
ever, X is a trendy social media platform with a large
sample of colloquial and user-generated Bavarian
texts complementing well-edited Wikipedia data.
We will ensure we safely store raw and annotated
data and distribute them properly to researchers.

Secondly, we did not collect full metadata inform-
ing the sub-variety of these Bavarian texts. Un-
fortunately, location-related metadata for tweets is
no longer accessible to us, and such information
is frequently missing from Wikipedia articles. We
also did not collect demographic metadata such as
age and gender of users. However, by inspecting a
small sample, we hypothesize that the most repre-
sented dialect is Central Bavarian for both bar-wiki
and bar-tweet.

Thirdly, manual dialect classification of German
tweets is challenging. Tweets can be short in length
and frequently code-mixed between English, stan-
dard German, Bavarian, and other dialects. More-
over, sub-varieties of German dialects can be vastly
different, and one annotator may not be capable
of identifying the tweet’s exact dialect label. For
example, a Central Bavarian speaker can judge a
tweet as non-Central-Bavarian and non-standard-
German. However, they might be unable to tell if
the tweet is in, e.g., a North Bavarian dialect or a
neighboring East Franconian one. For these rea-
sons, we decided to use a simplistic approach to
classify each tweet sentence as either mostly Ger-
man, mostly Bavarian, mostly other languages or di-
alects, or unable to tell – since dialect classification
was mainly implemented to filter out purely standard
German and other dialect tweets. Nevertheless,
some BarNER tweets are dialect-classified by mul-
tiple annotators, and such dialect label variations
could benefit future work.
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A. NE Word Clouds

(a) bar-wiki

(b) de-wiki

(c) bar-tweet

(d) de-tweet

(e) de-news

Figure 3: NE word clouds of the five datasets.

B. Data Statement for BarNER

We follow Bender and Friedman (2018) to include a
data statement to alleviate potential ethical issues
raised during BarNER data collection.

Header

• Dataset Title: BarNER

• Dataset Curator(s): Coordinators of this
project, Siyao Peng, Verena Blaschke, Eka-
terina Artemova and Barbara Plank, are aca-
demic employees at LMU Munich. Our three
annotators, Zihang Sun, Huangyan Shan, and
Marie Kolm, are master students at LMU Mu-
nich.

• Dataset Version: V1.0 as of March 19, 2024

• Dataset Citation: BarNER should be cited by
citing this publication.

• Data Statement Authors: Same as the authors
of this publication.

• Data Statement Version: V1.0 as of March 19,
2024

• Data Statement Citation and DOI: To cite this
data statement, please cite this publication.

• Links to versions of this data statement in other
languages: None

Executive Summary BarNER is the first named
entity (NE) corpus for Bavarian German manu-
ally annotated by three annotators. The corpus
includes 161K+ tokens and 6.6K+ entities bal-
anced across two genres: Wikipedia articles and
Twitter (X). We annotate both coarse-grained per-
son (PER), location (LOC), organization (ORG),
and miscellaneous (MISC) NEs following CoNLL
2006 German guidelines (Tjong Kim Sang and
De Meulder, 2003), and fine-grained derived and
partially contained NEs adapted from GermEval
2014 (Reimers et al., 2014). Half of BarNER is
double-annotated with 83+ inter-annotator agree-
ment on typed F1.

Curation Rationale The crucial research ques-
tion behind BarNER and this paper is to examine
whether and to what extent named entities surface
differently between standard and dialectal language
variations. We take Bavarian German as the dialec-
tal counterpart and compare it with mainstream
(high) German. We also contrast NEs in two repre-
sentative genres: iteratively-refined Wikipedia texts
versus spontaneously-iterated tweets. NE annota-
tions follow the conventional BIO-encoding at the
token level in both genres. Nevertheless, Wikipedia
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articles are selections of continuous segments av-
eraging over 1k+ tokens per document, whereas
tweets are naturally much shorter instances in to-
kens.

Documentation for Source Datasets BarNER
is directly sourced from raw Wikipedia and Twitter
texts, not built on a pre-existing corpus.

Language Varieties Our dataset focuses on the
Bavarian dialectal variant of German, i.e., ISO: 639-
3; code: bar; referred to as Bairisch in standard
German and Boarisch in Bavarian German. Even
though we did not collect sub-dialectal metadata
for BarNER, we can still claim that the most repre-
sented sub-dialect is Central Bavarian by inspecting
a small sample.

Speaker Demographic We could not obtain full
demographic information regarding Wikipedia edi-
tors and tweet users.

Annotator Demographic All three annotators
are master students in their 20s, one male and
two female. One annotator is a native Bavarian
speaker, and the other two are native Mandarin
Chinese speakers who majored in German during
their bachelor studies and thus have full profes-
sional proficiency in German.

Speech Situation and Text Characteristics
Wikipedia articles and tweets were collected be-
tween February and May 2023. Both are asyn-
chronously written data directed at the general pub-
lic. However, Wikipedia is more scripted, whereas
Twitter simulates more spontaneous speech. Topic
interests of the annotators contributed to the selec-
tion of Wikipedia articles. No topic restriction was
imposed while scrapping Twitter posts.

Preprocessing and Data Formatting Twitter
data were scrapped using Twitter API11 condi-
tioned on the list of Bavarian-speaking users, and
Wikipedia texts are manually copy-pasted from web-
pages containing continuous text segments start-
ing from the beginning of the page. All texts are
automatically tokenized using SoMaJo’s (Proisl
and Uhrig, 2016) de_CMC model. Annotations
are released in the CoNLL-styled tab-separated
(tsv) format where a line is 1) a token and its tab-
joined BIO-encoded NE tag, 2) hashtag-initial meta-
data information, or 3) a blank line separating sen-
tences. Most NE annotations are done using lo-
cal text editors except for the last two weeks, that
was piloted on a newly released Eevee annotation

11https://developer.twitter.com/en/
docs/twitter-api

tool12 (Sorensen et al., 2024). For Twitter data, we
anonymize mentions to @Mention but allow NE
annotations on #Hashtags and emojis.

Capture Quality We ensure the dialectal authen-
ticity of bar-tweet by asking annotators to label each
tweet sentence whether they are mostly Bavarian,
German, another language or dialect, or unintelli-
gible. We only keep mostly Bavarian tweets in our
data release.

Limitations See the Limitation section of this pa-
per.

Metadata
• License: CC-BY 4.0.13

• Annotation Guidelines: https://github.
com/mainlp/BarNER/blob/main/
MaiNLP_NER_Annotation_Guidelines.
pdf

• Annotation Process: The annotators were
hired and compensated for their work following
national salary rates.

• Dataset Quality Metrics: Cohen’s kappa.

• Errata: None so far. Please report errors
by contacting the authors or opening an
issue at https://github.com/mainlp/
BarNER/.

Disclosures and Ethical Review This work is
supported by ERC Consolidator Grant DIALECT
101043235.

Other None.

Glossary
• PER: Person
• LOC: Location
• ORG: Organization
• MISC: Miscellaneous
• LANG: Language
• RELIGION: Religion
• EVENT: Event
• WOA: work-of-art
• -part: partly containing a nominal NE
• -deriv: morphologically derived from a nominal

NE

12https://axelsorensen.github.io/
EeveeTest/

13https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/4.0/deed.en
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